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Abstract

In this paper we focus on Complex Event Processing (CEP) applications where the data is generated by sites that are
geographically dispersed across large regions. This geographic distribution, combined with the size of the collected
data, imposes severe communication and computation challenges. To attack these challenges, we propose a novel
approach for geographically distributed CEP, which combines algorithmic and systems contributions. At an algorith-
mic level, our work combines an in-network processing approach, which pushes parts of the processing (i.e., CEP
operators) towards the sources of their input events, along with a push-pull paradigm, in order to reduce the amount
of communicated events. We present optimal (but computationally expensive) solutions which seek to minimize the
maximum bandwidth consumption given input latency constraints for detecting events, as well as efficient greedy and
heuristic algorithmic variations for our problem. At a systems level, we explain how existing CEP engines can support,
with minimal modifications, our algorithms. Our experimental evaluation, using mainly real data sets and network
topologies, demonstrates that the power of our techniques lies in the combination of the in-network with the push-
pull paradigm, thus allowing our algorithms to significantly outperform related centralized push-pull or conventional
in-network processing approaches.

1. Introduction

Complex event processing (CEP) has become an essential tool for quickly detecting events of interest in Big
Data systems and applications [1, 2, 3]. The languages of CEP systems allow the definition of complex patterns and
conditions that need to be fulfilled over the input primitive events (PEs), so that a complex event (CE) of interest
is detected. Primitive events may, for instance, involve a suspicious mobile phone call or credit card transaction,
or an abnormal sensor temperature measurement. An application defines CEP queries composed of operators such
as [2, 4, 5] logical disjunctions (OR), conjunctions (AND), time ordered conjunctions (SEQ) of PEs and/or CEs, or
aggregations. Each such query can be represented as a directed acyclic graph, termed as the event detection graph
(EDG), in which PEs lack incoming edges.

CEP applications include [1, 6], but are not limited to, network health monitoring, mobile and sensor networks,
smart cities and Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications, computer clusters, smart energy grids, detection of security
attacks, such as denial-of-service attacks, intrusions or fake identities. In the business sector, accounting, logistics,
warehousing and stock trading applications are also included among the ever-growing areas of application. Many
CEP applications are time-critical, requiring the detection of all interesting events as soon as possible. For example,
attacks need to be detected in real time and imposing constraints on the maximum allowed latency for detecting an
attack is often desired.

The initial CEP systems require the collection of all events at a central location (computer or data center – cluster)
for processing. A large body of works [5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] optimize CEP in a non-parallel, centralized
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Figure 1: Overview of our Optimization Framework. The top part of the figure shows an exemplary event detection graph composing one or more
CEP queries. Complex events are the output of AND,OR,SEQ operators, while primitive events are noted with pentagons on the figure. The bottom
part of the figure illustrates a physical network of sites {S 1, . . . , S 16}. Edges correspond to communication links among them, while network latency
values are noted on the links among pairs of sites (S x, S y) as `x�y. The bottom part of the figure also illustrates a possible in-network placement of
the CEP operators so that they are evaluated near the sources of the relevant, primitive events and, thus, only aggregate event information is further
forwarded in the network, finally reaching the query source. A push-pull strategy (not shown in the figure) along with in-network placement is
applied by our framework.

setting [6]. More scalable systems employ parallel CEP approaches [12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] to optimize CEP
over clusters in local data centers mostly aiming at throughput maximization and elastic resource allocation [3]. In this
work we term the centralized and parallel approaches described above as centralized, in the sense that they operate on
a single site (machine or data center). However, such centralized processing systems are not scalable for massive Big
Data and respective applications. First of all, in applications with truly Big Data, bandwidth is still an issue and the
central site (data center) becomes a communication and computation bottleneck. Prior work [23] has pointed out that
the maximum stream processing rate that can be achieved in centralized settings is network bound. Therefore, what
is important in massive scale CEP applications is to reduce communication in the network and control the network
latency so as to loosen or better control this bound. Second, in many monitoring applications, most events are actually
rather “useless”, since interesting events occur rarely. For example, when monitoring for attacks or intrusions at a
system, most of the time such attacks do not occur, or when looking for malfunctioning machines in data centers or
such sensors in IoT applications, most of the time things are operating correctly. Thus, centrally transmitting and
processing all events overburdens the central site with little benefit. Third, the transmission of events by generating
sources often comes at a cost and should be avoided if possible. This is often true in cases of data collected by
battery-powered sites (i.e., sensors or IoT devices), in which data transmission is a major cause of energy drain [24].
Overview of Approach and Relationship to Prior Work. In this paper we target this important type of CEP ap-
plications, where the data is generated by sites that are geographically dispersed across large regions. For example,
network elements, IoT devices, energy grid applications, etc that span one or more countries. We, thus, look into algo-
rithms to perform CEP in a distributed (across different sites) way, while respecting application latency requirements.
Table 1 shows how our work uniquely (given prior work) combines features that are vital for modern geo-distributed,
CEP Big Data platforms. More details follow in Section 2. Such features include:
[A] Algorithmic: our techniques are the first to effectively blend:
[A1] In-network operator placement: assigns the evaluation of CEP operators to sites that are close to the sources of
relevant input events, so as to limit data transmission and to speed up event detection; and
[A2] CEP-tailored forwarding (push-pull): this is a set of lazy evaluation strategies that further reduce communicated
events by prioritizing transmission of frequent events conditional upon the occurrence of rarer input events of the
same operator.
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[B] Service-Oriented: compliance with Service Level Agreements (SLAs) is critical in public, hybrid cloud settings.
Our techniques seek to optimize geo-distributed CEP based on a constrained, bi-criteria optimization problem
including pay-as-you-go communication cost ([B1]) and network latency related Quality-of-Service (QoS) ([B2]).
Several related techniques, do not (and cannot) support the constrained optimization of both criteria (Table 1):
[B1] Network Pricing: We provide minimization of intra-query and multi-query communication load produced by
CEP analytics tasks per query client and under network latency-constraints. Using Stream Analytics [25] in Microsoft
Azure [26], Apache Storm (and thus EsperOnStorm [27], IBM ProtonOnStorm [28]) in Microsoft HDInsight [29],
Apache Spark and Flink (CEP) in Google Cloud [30, 31], or WSO2 [32] in Amazon AWS [33] entails a pay-as-
you-go network pricing model (i.e., the monetary cost depends on communicated data volumes). Minimizing the
communication cost under this model interprets to fair customer charges.
[B2] Network-Aware QoS criteria: Network latency-constrained optimization is incorporated in our techniques as
it allows compliance with QoS criteria defined on SLAs or on requirements of time critical applications. Network
(instead of computational) latency-constrained optimization is often not supported as shown in Table 1.
[C] System oriented: Our algorithms are incorporated in a real-world streaming multi-cloud platform, which has
been demonstrated in FERARI [34, 35].

Both [A1],[A2] are prerequisites for CEP optimization and our approach is the first to provide algorithms that
blend both of them for complex EDGs. Figure 1 depicts the intuition of the Algorithmic feature category [A]. The top
part of the figure contains the input EDG. The bottom part of Figure 1 shows sites S 1�S 16, while `i� j on network links
involve communication latency values among the sites. Pentagons show PEs detected at certain sites. Placing CEP
operators close to their input event sources helps improving the detection latency, reduces bandwidth consumption,
and does not overload a central processing site. Because of [A1], for instance, the AND and the leftmost SEQ operators
of the EDG have been placed closer to the sources of their input events so that they are evaluated early and, thus, (a)
only aggregate information is communicated further in the network, (b) event detection is sped up. Each operator
may function using a push-pull paradigm [A2] (not depicted in the figure). Our evaluation shows that techniques
using only [A1] or [A2] yield severely suboptimal solutions. From a service viewpoint (i.e., [B]), the aforementioned
sub-optimality results in overcharges in the pay-as-you-go model. To justly lower charges as much as possible, but
simultaneously abide by QoS constraints, a properly modeled optimization problem is needed. We provide a bi-
criteria, constrained optimization model that supports [B1],[B2] incorporating [A1],[A2]. Criterion [C] strengthens
our claims for the true applicability of our approaches. The development of a real system tested in real application
scenarios implied by [C] is a quite important feature. As a result of the development of a streaming multi-cloud
platform that uses our algorithms [34, 35], our work elaborates on real system implementation aspects and enhances
its contributions along these lines. On the contrary, prior techniques such as [4, 36] may, for instance, opt for [A2]
but because of lacking [C] they do not comment on architectural aspects or provide implementation hints over real
networks, as we do.
Contributions. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We define the problem of geographically distributed CEP as an operator placement problem, where each operator

can be instructed to operate in a push-pull fashion.
• We present both optimal (but computationally expensive) solutions, as well as efficient greedy and heuristic varia-

tions, which seek to minimize the maximum bandwidth consumption given input latency constraints for detecting
events. Our greedy and heuristic variants combine different optimizations that can be easily enabled/disabled.

• At a systems level, we explain how (we believe many) existing CEP engines can be easily modified to support
our algorithms. Our suggested modifications allow us to transform existing CEP engines to engines that support
geographically distributed CEP.

• We present a detailed experimental evaluation, using a variety of setups, mainly real data and real topologies. Our
analysis demonstrates that our solutions significantly outperform central push-pull [4] or conventional in-network
processing approaches [37].
The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. In the upcoming section we discuss related work. Section 3

presents the utilized event data model, the supported operators, the event detection graph and the network of sites that
are input to our optimization problem. We further present the push-pull rationale in detail. In Section 4 we outline
the statistics that are necessary to our optimization algorithms for devising a preferable plan for executing the posed
geo-distributed CEP analytics tasks and provide the formal Push-pull Enhanced CEP Operator Placement (PECOP)
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Feature Category Algorithmic Service System
Related Work A1 A2 B1 B2 C
Akdere et al [4] 8 4 4 4 8
Cardellini et al [38], SODA [39] 4 8 8 4 4
SBON [37], Hermes [40], DHCEP [41],
SAND [42], SPADE [43] 4 8 8 8 4

Cordies [44], PADRES [45] 8 8 8 8 4
Kumar et al [46], Rizou [47] 4 8 8 8 8
Iridium [48], JetStream [49] 8 8 4 4 4
Borealis [50], Medusa [51],
Chatzistergiou et al [52],
Gu et al [53], Flux [54], Zhou et al [55]

4 8 8 4 4

SQPR [56], Geode [57] 4 8 4 8 4
Chatzimilioudis et al [58], Srivastava et al [59],
Ying et al [60] 4 8 8 8 8

Amini et al [61], Benzing et al [62] 8 8 8 4 8
Repantis et al [63] 8 8 8 4 4
Comet [36] 4 4 8 8 8
This work 4 4 4 4 4

Table 1: Summarizing features of this work vs related techniques

problem definition. We introduce Dynamic Programming (DP) and Exhaustive Search (ES) algorithms that provide
optimal solutions to PECOP in the absence (DP) or existence (ES) of events that are shared among CEP operators,
in Section 5. Besides the computationally expensive DP and ES, Section 5 presents greedy and heuristic algorithms
for quickly deriving efficient solutions to PECOP in practical scenarios. Section 6 details how CEP systems operating
over state-of-the-art Big Data platforms need to be minimally modified to support our algorithms for geo-distributed
CEP. Experimental results are demonstrated in Section 7, while Section 8 includes concluding remarks.

2. Related Work

2.1. Overview and Comparative Analysis
Table 1 shows that our techniques are the first to compose a solution that addresses criteria [A],[B],[C], the impor-

tance of which was explained in the introduction. From a purely algorithmic viewpoint, that is [A], the task of coming
up with a proper geo-distributed event query execution plan is non-trivial. First, one needs to examine every possible
in-network placement of each operator on par with a number of alternative push-pull strategies that may be applicable.
What is more, each pair of (push-pull strategy, in-network placement) for a given operator affects the push-pull and
placement choices not only of all directly connected operators, but also of all EDG paths that pass through that given
operator. Some of the efforts outlined in this section attempt to tackle specific aspects of the problem, such as [A2] [4]
or restrict [A] to a single operator instead of an EDG and its aforementioned paths [36]. Hence, they do not confront
the greater challenge of the generic problem setup addressed by our work, as described above.
Geographically Distributed CEP [64]: There is a pair of works that are more closely related to ours. The first
is the work of Comet [36], which proposes to combine in-network operator placement with a push-pull mechanism
for communication-efficient and latency-aware CE detection over mobile networks. Nonetheless, the approach is
restricted to CEP queries with only one operator per query. This is only a very special case that is covered by the
algorithms proposed in our work. The impact of this restriction is that Comet cannot address the service-oriented
criterion [B] and its sub-criteria in the general case. Moreover, contrary to our approach, Comet is not incorporated or
tested in a real world distributed system. On the other hand, our work does not account for mobile networks, which
would be an interesting direction for future work.

The second technique that is closer in spirit to ours is that of [4], which applies a push-pull paradigm, but performs
central event data collection at a fixed site (Table 1). [4] falls short with respect to criterion [A1] and [C]. In our eval-
uation we significantly outperform [4] (termed CPP). Geo-distributed CEP appears in Hermes [40], PADRES [45],
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Cordies [44] and DHCEP [41]. Hermes uses a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) to determine in-network operator place-
ment. DHTs simply minimize the hop count and are severely suboptimal regarding network latency or bandwidth [37].
Thus, respective techniques fall short with respect to criteria [A2], [B]. PADRES and Cordies fall short with respect
to [A1],[A2],[B], as they neither take into account system specific statistics nor propose specific operator placement
strategies. DHCEP, uses a network usage metric during its optimization process. Network usage is the sum of prod-
ucts of dataRate ⇥ latency on communication links. However, such a blended metric in DHCEP (and [37, 46, 47]
discussed shortly) does not allow for latency-constrained optimization and network pricing separately ([B]).
Broader Distributed Stream Processing (DSP) [65]: To avoid repetition, we state that all efforts discussed here fall
short with respect to [A2] (Table 1) and are represented by the GRIN (GReedy IN-network placement without push-
pull) approach in our experiments, which is a best case scenario satisfying [B] and only lacking [A2]. The early work
of [42] is DHT-based. As we already argued, such techniques cannot abide by [B]. The seminal work of SBON [37]
employs a metric similar to network usage. Thus, as previously described, it cannot support constrained optimization
per metric and thus [B]. The same hold for efforts [46, 47] that employ a similar utility or usage metric. Moreover,
although [46, 47] and [66] also try to support latency constraints, this comes after (in [46, 47]) or before (in [66])
having determined operator placement. [38] neglects operator sharing falling short in [A2], [B1], despite considering
the intra-query communication burden.

JetStream [49] restricts itself to obvious in-network placement on source nodes or nearest site of relevant data
presence, essentially lacking [A1]. Iridium [48] examines data migration instead of operator placement to optimize
query response latency. Geode [57] purely focuses on minimizing bandwidth cost and does not account for criterion
[B2]. Similarly, SQPR [56] accounts for computational, instead of network ([B2]), latency.

The works in [50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55] aim at optimal component composition such that load distribution is achieved
subject to various function, resource, and QoS constraints inside clusters. Nonetheless, apart from [A2], [50, 51, 52,
53, 55] all neglect [B1]. In [53, 55] this is due to examining purely network-oriented metrics (congestion, commu-
nication performance ratio) to balance the load, while in Medusa [51], Borealis [50], Flux [54] and [52] the focus is
to primarily balance the load and minimize usage of available resources while doing so. Similarly, [61] focuses on
weighted throughput without any latency constraint, while [62, 63] seek to maximize availability while fulfilling QoS
and bandwidth constraints, respectively, lacking [A1], [B1] and [C]. Likewise, SODA [39] performs placement for
load balancing while also taking into account resource matching and licensing constraints. SPADE [43] simply allows
to guide placement by specifying host pools.
Sensor Networks: Works such as [58, 59, 60], aim at reducing communication and energy costs. Such techniques are
mostly tailored for tree-like network organizations [58, 59], tree-like query graphs [60] and lack [A2], [B1] and [B2].

2.2. Other Related Work: Push-pull Paradigm and Beyond
With respect to criterion [A2], the push-pull paradigm has been adopted in broader CEP contexts to optimize

centralized [67] or parallel (within one site) [21] event query execution. In both cases, the paradigm retains its ability
of reducing the unnecessary processing of partial pattern matches that are unlikely to produce a full match unless rare
events occur.

Choosing a push-pull strategy essentially involves rewriting the CEP query by reordering the input of an operator
so as to prioritize transmission of frequent events conditional upon the occurrence of rarer input events. This is not
the only kind of rewriting that is admissible by a CEP query. The work of [12] is one of the first to formalize query
rewriting for optimizing CEP in centralized and parallel settings. It presents an assertion-based pattern rewriting
framework that aims at splitting patterns into disconnected components that can be independently processed. The
acquisition of the disconnected components is achieved through the following steps: (i) the pattern is converted into
conjunctive normal form, (ii) a variable dependency graph is created to recognize independent components and (iii)
the pattern is split into maximal number of independent partitions which imply the finest granulation that can be
performed. The work argues about the fact that the provided optimizations are related to code optimization and
efficient state management, but providing disconnected components is also useful in parallelizing the processing of
posed CEP queries. Such query rewriting-based optimizations are orthogonal to the techniques we present in this
work. They can be applied before our techniques so as to rewrite the EDG in equivalent forms that can be input to our
algorithms. Moreover, rewritings may be used within each site, for parallelization purposes, after our algorithms have
assigned an operator to a site in the scope of a geo-distributed execution plan.
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Beyond CEP, the push-pull mechanism has been used in view maintenance scenarios in data warehouses [68], data
integration and mediation systems [69, 70, 71] as well as social networking applications [72]. In this context, a view
is a virtual table defined by a query, while a materialized view pre-computes and stores the query result set in an actual
table. A conventional view works in pull mode, in the sense that the content of the view is compiled from the sources,
on demand, at query time. This ensures data freshness but increases the query execution time. A materialized view,
on the other hand, can quickly provide a query answer at the cost of extra storage and a potential compromise of data
freshness. To establish proper trade-offs between data freshness and query execution time, the push mode triggers the
sources to update the materialized view on a regular basis, i.e., after a number of updates at data sources take place.
Hybrid approaches are also applicable. For instance, the materialized view may get updated in push mode, but also
pull updates, incrementally since the last push operation, at query time [71].

The use of the push-pull paradigm in the above settings relates to pro-actively (or not) building views so as to
avoid information or time lags at query time. On the contrary, our techniques attempt to incrementally evaluate
a continuously running CEP query in steps and to prune unpromising steps (partial pattern matches), if possible.
Contrary to the techniques cited above, the trade-offs introduced by the push-pull paradigm in our work engage
communication cost and network latency instead of data freshness and query execution time. Nonetheless, for wide-
area applications [70], the push update mode for materialized views involves increased communication cost since data
updates may be sent irrespectively of whether a relevant query exists. Another important observation is that, in our
work, sites that transmit (push) events are not required to cache them anymore (assuming reliable network delivery)
while, for materialized views, data sources store respective data tuples anyway.

3. Preliminaries

We consider two graphs. The first graph is the event detection graph which represents the posed CEP queries.
The nodes of this graph are either primitive or complex events. PEs and CEs are timestamped event occurrences. PEs
correspond to nodes with no incoming graph edges. The rest of the nodes of the graph are CEs which correspond to
CEP operators such as logical disjunctions (OR); conjunctions (AND); time ordered conjunctions (SEQ); aggregations
etc of PEs or/and CEs. These operators receive input from/may provide input to other CEs. The second graph is the
physical network where nodes are sites and graph edges refer to communication links. Each PE is produced at a subset
of sites which are the sources of this PE. These elements are formalized in Section 3.1. As discussed in the upcoming
Section 4, given these elements along with statistics, the output of our techniques is a mapping of the event detection
graph to the physical network of sites so that, some sites of the network undertake the evaluation of, one or more, CEP
operators. The evaluation of a CEP operator assigned to a site may involve the application of the push-pull rationale
introduced in Section 3.2.

3.1. Optimization Problem Input
Network of Sites. We assume a distributed setting represented by a graph Net = (S ,H). The graph contains a set of
vertices S = {S 1, . . . , S |S |} of |S | cardinality, for available sites (including event sources and potential relay nodes)
and a set H of undirected edges (our algorithms can trivially handle directed graphs as well). `i� j,8(S i, S j) denotes
the communication latency between neighboring (connected through an edge) sites S i, S j.

Definition 1 (Event Data Model). A set E = {e1, . . . e|E|} of cardinality |E| is the union of primitive event types that
can be observed across the network. A tuple < ei, t > represents an observed PE instantiating a particular event type
ei at time t. We use ”event” and ”event type” equivalently for simplicity.

Operators, CEP Queries and Event Detection Graph (EDG). Our algorithms support all major operator categories
(and subcategories) included in [2] (Chapter 9, up to 9.3.3), excluding negation of events, i.e., requiring the input
to a CEP operator be the non-occurrence of an event of a particular type. This operator list includes the following
popular [2, 4, 5, 6, 15, 21] operators:
• AND outputs a CE when all participating events occur.
• SEQ outputs a CE when all participating events occur in specified chronic sequence.
• OR outputs a CE whenever any participating event occurs.
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Figure 2: Three alternative NFAs for different push-pull orderings for the AND operator of Figure 1. Self-transiting edges are used for the occurrence
of ei’s at the corresponding state. Colored edges represent events that may be pulled. Pulling events reduces bandwidth, but increases latency.

• AGGREGATION operators (COUNT, SUM, etc). These operators may accept a frequency parameter which specifies
when they run, i.e. if an operator accepts a frequency parameter of 1, it runs every time a new input event is
received. Aggregation operators can be used along with a specified threshold. Then, a CE is produced when the
performed aggregation surpasses or falls below that threshold.

Operators may incorporate the definition of an event selection policy. Event selection policies define which events
may be allowed in a pattern match by posing conditions about whether we are allowed to skip any events, deemed as
“irrelevant”, or not. Another type of policy is the event consumption policy which specifies the number of matches in
which an event can participate. Operator definitions may include a selection policy among those defined in SASE [15,
73] (having solved delayed event arrivals as described in Section 6), while we consider a reuse consumption policy.
reuse means that an event can participate in all pattern matches where it is considered relevant. This is the default,
and sometimes the only, consumption policy in popular CEP engines and prototypes [5, 9, 15, 21, 73, 74, 75].

Moreover, all operators that are admissible in our setup bear a time window W (which may differ across different
operators), which expresses the maximum time period within which the input events of an operator should appear.
The same is true even for aggregation operators1.

Operators are applied on PEs (i.e., ei events) and/or receive input from other operators. Application CEP patterns
are queries, composed of operators, that are submitted as input to our problem setting. Interdependencies among
operators, i.e., one operator providing input to another, e.g. SEQ(AND(e1, e2), e3), form a directed acyclic graph,
hereafter termed as Event Detection Graph (EDG). Given an EDG operator Opi, we refer to operators or PEs which
contribute input to Opi as its upstream operators, while downstream operators are the ones that receive input from
Opi. We term as output operators those operators that have no downstream operators (i.e., that do not provide their
output as input to other operators). To an EDG we add a top level OR operator with incoming edges from all output
operators.2

Definition 2 (Event Detection Graph). A CEP query is represented by a directed acyclic graph, EDG = (Op, X)
with |Op| nodes, Opi 2 {SEQ, AND, OR} or Opi is an aggregation operator, and |X| edges (Opi ! Opj) among oper-
ators that receive input from one another. For multi-query optimization purposes, output operators of the EDG are
connected to a top level OR operator.

1To understand why time windows may be useful in the case of aggregation operators, one reason is that there are several pattern policies that
are associated with each operator, beyond selection and consumption policies, which help disambiguate the semantics of the output event and of
the pattern matching process for the operator. One such pattern policy is the evaluation policy, which specifies when output events are produced
by the operator. They can either be outputted incrementally (Immediate evaluation policy) or at the end of the time window (Deferred evaluation
policy). For details on pattern policies, please refer to [2]. The above discussion also holds for the OR operator.

2Actually the addition of this top level OR operator is only needed in the case of EDGs with multiple output operators, in order to make the
EDG rooted. However, its presence helps simplify our discussion hereafter, especially at the problem definition of Section 4.2.
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Figure 3: A three-step NFA for the SEQ(e6, e7, e8) operator of Figure 1. W denotes the time window of the operator, while ti denotes the timestamp
of event ei. Constraints on NFA edges are present in order to ensure correctness.

Figure 1 provides an example of an EDG. At the top of Figure 1, the top level OR with dotted incoming edges
is added a posteriori unifying the underlying queries at a common sync point in the EDG. The leaves of the EDG
are PEs, while intermediate nodes are distinct query operators forming a set Op, of |Op| cardinality. Such operators
correspond to complex events synthesizing information from PEs or other CEs. The edges of the EDG denote the use
of CEs or PEs as input. Event types that are common input for two or more operators are referred to as shared events.
The output of an operator Opi 2 Op is always a CE.

3.2. The Push-Pull Rationale
Instead of having every S i transmit input for Opi as soon as relevant events occur, i.e., setting all of them in push

mode, some input events can initially be set to pull mode [4, 21, 67], being cached at the location where they are
produced and transmitted only upon request. The pull mode thus increases the storage/buffering requirements at some
sites and also increases the latency but, as explained shortly, it can avoid unnecessary communication. Reversely, the
push mode may increase communication, but reduces latency since it instantly forwards events as soon as they occur.

The push-pull strategy is not feasible for any operator. It is feasible for operators requiring the participation of all
of their input events, such as a SEQ and AND operator. A complex event cannot occur in these operators unless all
relevant events have been observed somewhere in the network (and within a window W). Among the relevant input,
some events may be less frequent than others. Then, until rare events occur, communicating frequent events (each
of which expires after W time units) will only consume bandwidth with little potential to output a CE. On the other
hand, if the rarest input event to the operator occurs, relevant frequent events within the window W should then be
transmitted to allow for its evaluation. Other types of operators (i.e., OR or aggregation operators) cannot operate
using a push-pull strategy, but their in-network placement can be optimized using our algorithms.

For this push-pull process, it holds that (a) it is performed in a number of steps, no more than the number of the
input events, and that (b) the input events provided in each step admit different orderings. Each available option can
be represented using a graph of states, whose number is equal to the number of steps, and edges marking the inputs
for each step. We use Non-deterministic Finite Automata (NFAs) as the most popular structure [6] for that purpose.
The number of available options for an operator with M inputs is equal to the Bell number T (M) [76].

Example 1. Figure 2 depicts three (but not all) alternative push-pull strategies for the AND operator of Figure 1.
These are also applicable for the SEQ operators, i.e., with PEs (e6, e7, e8). Possible strategies include: (i) setting
all e1, e2, e3 in push mode: all such input events are immediately transmitted to our operator (top of the figure), (ii)
choosing a two step push-pull strategy where e3, e1 are set to push mode, while e2 is set to pull mode: e3, e1 are directly
communicated, while e2 is cached at the sites that generate it. If a pair e3, e1 occurs, then e2 events are pulled, so that
cached and new e2 instances are communicated for a time window (middle of the figure), (iii) a three step push-pull
strategy that can set e3 in push mode, and e1, e2 to pull mode, but in two successive steps. As Figure 2 states, the
1-state NFA (top) provides the minimum latency, while moving towards a 3-state NFA (bottom), increases latency
while decreasing communication as transmission is conditional upon the occurrence of prerequisite PEs.

All edges in the NFA may have additional constraints. For example, Figure 3 depicts a three-step NFA for the
SEQ(e6, e7, e8) of Figure 1. In order to ensure correctness, please note that conditions involving timestamps have
been added to NFA edges, ensuring that te6 < te7 < te8 . ⇤
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Figure 4: Computing solutions for the top level OR operator of the EDG of Figure 1 based on Pareto optimal solutions computed on input operators.
For each CEP operator we examine its placement at different sites (along with a push-pull strategy where applicable). The folded cards below each
operator AND, OR, SEQ illustrate the Pareto fronts that are formed for each such possible in-network placement of the corresponding operator at a
site. To compute solutions for the top level OR operator, our algorithms consider combinations (triplets) of solutions from its input complex events
and a particular combination is marked using squares around dots inside each visible folded card. Given this combination, the communication cost
and network latency of the top level OR operator will be computed using the respective formulas included in Appendix A.

4. Problem Definition

In a nutshell, each solution provided by our algorithms is a mapping of EDG to Net (Section 3.1) combined with
a particular push-pull strategy that optimizes the communication cost, given constraints on the maximum latency for
detecting events.

4.1. Statistics and Candidate Solutions
Besides EDG, Net our algorithms further require the following simple statistics to be periodically collected over

the network:
• Local and Global Event Rates - Frequencies: f (e, S i) stands for the number of e occurrences at S i per time unit

(equivalent to a Poisson parameter). The global frequency of a particular e 2 E is F(e) =
P

S i2S f (e, S i).
• Minimum Latency Paths: Note that Net incorporates latency values `i� j for each symmetric communication link

between sites S i and S j. Further exploiting `i� js, we can easily compute the minimum latency paths m`pathi� js
(i.e., using an all pairs shortest path algorithm) for every S i, S j in the network and their associated latency m`i, j =P
8(S �,S  )2m`pathi� j `�� . The number of nodes in a respective minimum latency path is denoted by hops(S j, S i).

Based on these simple statistics, one can easily compute the following statistics, used by our algorithms:
• Hoped Frequency h f (e, S i) is the cumulative event rate (frequency) for collecting all e data at S i from all over the

network: h f (e, S i) =
P

S j2S f (e, S j) · hops(S j, S i).
• Maximum Placement Latency mp`i, j is the maximum latency required to gather ei from all over the network (for

every site S b where ei occurs) to site S j: mp`i, j = max8S b2S :ei 7!S b {m` j�b}.
Based on these input parameters, our algorithms compute for each operator Opi a set of candidate solutions. Each

candidate solution corresponds to a set of decisions for (a) the placement of all operators in the subgraph of Opi in
the EDG, and (b) the push-pull strategy (NFA type) for each operator. For each candidate solution, our algorithms
compute the communication cost and the latency for this solution (i.e., for all operators in the entire subgraph of Opi).
Our algorithms differ in the number of placement decisions that they examine, on the way that they compute these
solutions and on the number of solutions that they maintain per operator. However, for each operator our algorithms
will compute a set of Pareto optimal solutions - one set for each potential placement of the operator (excluding our
most Greedy variants, which maintain one solution per operator). Pareto optimal solutions are not dominated in all
dimensions (i.e., cost, latency) from any other candidate solution in the same set.

The formulas for the estimation of the frequency of CEs and the network latency calculation can be found in Ap-
pendix A. This is due to readability purposes and because our algorithms are equally applicable using as their basis
either our own estimation formulas for the output rate of an operator, or using the analysis of other (i.e., [4]) works
that use a push-pull approach.
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Example 2. Figure 4 depicts the process our algorithms will use to compute solutions. In this example, we consider
the case of the top level OR operator of the EDG of Figure 1, which receives as input the CEs ce1, ce2 and ce3
produced by the AND, OR and SEQ operators, correspondingly. For each input event we examine its placement at
different sites. For the input event ce1, ce2, ce3 we have maintained a list of Pareto optimal solutions for each such
placement. The event ce2 is output by the lower level OR of Figure 1, for which only a 1-state NFA is admissible
(Section 3.2), but since in Figure 1 its input events include a SEQ operator (which admits push-pull - Example 1), a
Pareto front is formed as well. To compute solutions for the top level OR operator, for a particular placement of it, our
algorithms consider combinations (triplets) of solutions from its input events (a particular combination is depicted by
the red squares), along with their frequencies (F(ce1), F(ce2), and F(ce3)) and the communication latencies between
the sites.

Iterating over (not necessarily all) combinations of operator placements and NFA states, our algorithms will
compute a set of candidate solutions for each operator per placement decision and then maintain the Pareto optimal
subset of these candidate solutions per placement. If one (or more) of the input events was primitive (i.e., instead of
ce3 we had as input the PE e5), the process would only need to compute the cost of collecting e5 to the location of the
top level OR operator, with respect to e5’s position in the NFA chain. ⇤

In our discussion hereafter, we will use the notation CS µi, j to denote the set of candidate solutions for placing
operator Opi at site S j and evaluating it using the µ-th possible NFA. CS µi, j is a set because it contains candidate
solutions created by different combinations of their input events (i.e., from different triplets of solutions in Figure 4).
We use csµi, j 2 CS µi, j to denote a particular candidate solution in this set, and denote the cost and latency of this
candidate solution as csµi, j.cost and csµi, j.lat, respectively.

4.2. Formal PECOP Problem Definition
Definition 3 (PECOP Problem Definition). A Push-pull Enhanced CEP Operator Placement (PECOP) plan p is a
placement of the operators Op of an EDG to sites in S with a specific NFA-based push-pull strategy per operator.
Assume that Op0 is the top level OR operator of the EDG and S 0 is the desired location of this operator. Given that,
for the top level (and any) OR operator only a µ = M = 1-state NFA is admissible (i.e., T(M) = 1), for a latency
constraint L > 0:

minimize cs1
0,0.cost

subject to cs1
0,0.lat  L

where cs1
0,0 2 CS 1

0,0

Typically all detected events are collected at a site/database - this determines the desired location of top level OR.
The PECOP problem can trivially be shown to be NP-Hard by a reduction from the Optimal CET-Graph Partitioning
problem [76].
Problem Variations. Our problem supports different latency constraints per output event. Simply put, all solutions,
computed at the operator that produces this output event, that violate the latency constraint of the operator can trivially
be pruned. A second variation includes cases when we only care about the communication cost at specific links of
our network (i.e., do not care about high bandwidth links). This can also be trivially handled by setting the hop count
across these links to 0 (this zeroes the transmission cost across those links in our formulas). Monetary costs (i.e., for
pay-as-you-go network pricing scenarios where the cost per link scales proportionally to size of the communicated
data [30] within it) can be supported by using the monetary cost in the formulas per communication link, instead of
the currently used communication cost.

5. Plan Generation Algorithms

In this section we propose a dynamic programming algorithm, which is optimal when the number of upstream
operators is 1 for each event (i.e., a PE/CE event is not input to more than one operator). We explain why the DP
algorithm (while applicable) is no longer optimal when there is event sharing, in which case we propose a Brute-
Force, Exhaustive Search approach to reach optimal solutions. We also propose heuristic variants, with different
optimizations that can be enabled in them. All algorithms share a preprocessing time cost for network, EDG and basic
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Algorithm 1: Dynamic Programming Algorithm
1 Initialize all CS µi, j sets to empty
2 Procedure CreatePlans(EDG)
3 List sortedList = topologicalSort(EDG)
4 foreach op 2 sortedList do
5 BuildPlans (op, op.index)

6 Procedure BuildPlans(op, opIndex)
7 foreach S j 2 S do
8 foreach nfa.eventSet µ 2 powerSet(op.inputEvents) do
9 Plan p = new Plan(opIndex, j, µ)

10 inputPoList = All combinations of solutions from op’s input operators
11 foreach subPlanSet 2 inputPoList do
12 p.computeCostAndLatency(subPlanSet)
13 if p.satisfiesInputConstraints()^ p.isParetoOptimalIn(CS µopIndex, j) then
14 Remove from CS µopIndex, j solutions dominated by p
15 CS µopIndex, j.add(p)

statistics (Section 4.1) related data structures maintenance; which is dominated by O
⇣
|S |3
⌘
, i.e., the complexity of the

all-pairs-shortest-path (APSP) algorithm, used to compute the inter-site communication latency and number of hops
values.

5.1. The Dynamic Programming Algorithm
Algorithm 1 presents our dynamic programming (DP) algorithm. DP first sorts the operators in the EDG using a

topological sort. The sortedList in Line 3 includes the result of the topological sorting. Then, it computes the Pareto
optimal plans, calling the BuildPlans procedure, for each operator op (Line 5) using this sort order, which ensures
that an operator is processed after all of its input operators. The BuildPlans procedure (Lines 6-15) takes as input an
operator op to process, along with its index opIndex in the sortedList, and considers all potential placements (Line 7)
and all possible NFA chain configurations (Line 8) for this operator. For each such combination of operator location S j
and NFA chain configuration µ, the procedure then iterates through all possible combinations of solutions computed
at the input operators of op (Lines 10-11) and computes their cost and latency (Line 12), using the ideas presented
in Section 4.1 and based on the formulas of Appendix A. Each computed candidate solution p is checked to see if it
satisfies the input constraints (i.e., latency constraints) and for Pareto optimality (Line 13) within the corresponding
CS µopIndex, j set. If so, p is inserted into the set (Line 15), removing candidate solutions that were dominated by p
(Line 14).
A Note on the Principle of Optimality. Regarding the optimality of the problem, we need to explain why (1) it
suffices to maintain a set of Pareto optimal solutions per potential placement (site) for each operator, and (2) why it
does not suffice to keep a single set of Pareto optimal solutions per operator (and we need one set per site). Regarding
(1), consider two candidate solutions cs1 and cs2, corresponding to a particular placement of operator op j, such that
cs1 dominates cs2. Let us consider a candidate solution cs0 computed at opi, where opi receives as input the output
event of op j. It is trivial to see that cs0 will always produce a more preferable solution (in terms of achieved cost and
latency) when considering cs1, than when considering cs2, in combination with any other candidate solutions from
other input operators to opi.

Regarding (2), the key is that if cs1 and cs2 corresponded to different placements, then keeping just cs1 does not
suffice, even if cs1 dominated cs2. To see this, consider that the communication cost for the output of op j to reach
opi depends on the placement of these operators. Candidate solutions that correspond to different placements of op j
require different communication costs and different latencies. For example, cs2 may initially seem less preferable
than cs1, but if opi is placed closer (or at) the location of cs2, then cs2 may yield a lower cost/latency for opi than
cs1.
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Algorithm 2: Exhaustive Search Algorithm
1 Initialize all csµi, j ⌘ CS µi, j sets to empty
2 List topSortList = topologicalSort(EDG)
3 foreach placement 2 setOfPossiblePlacementCombinations do
4 foreach nfaCombination 2 setOfPossibleNFACombinations do
5 Plan p = new Plan()
6 foreach op 2 topS ortList do
7 p.add(opIndex,S j =placement.siteOf(opIndex),µ =nfaCombination.nfaFor(opIndex))
8 copse = findCoplacedOperatorsSharingEvents(opIndex, topSortList,placement)
9 p.computeCostAndLatency(p.inputCostAndLantecyFor(opIndex),copse)

10 if opIndex=0 ^ p.satisfiesInputConstraints() ^ p.isOptimalIn(CS 1
0,0) then

11 newOptimalPlan p

12 if newOptimalPlan then
13 reset all CS µi, j according to p

Running Time and Space Complexities. Let c denote the maximum number of CEs that are input to an operator and
let ⌧ denote the maximum number of Pareto optimal plans that are kept per placement and operator. Our DP algorithm
makes O(|S | · T (c)) iterations per operator opi. Each iteration considers all combinations with candidate solutions at
input operators of opi, which are O((|S | · ⌧)c). This yields a total of O(|Op| · T (c) · |S |c+1 · ⌧c) combinations for all
operators, placements and NFA chain combinations. The space complexity in this case will be O(|Op| · |S | · ⌧).

5.2. Event Sharing Case: Exhaustive Search
The DP algorithm, is no longer optimal if the EDG contains primitive or complex events that are shared among

(i.e., are input to two or more) different operators of the EDG. Consider the CE e3, where e3 is shared by the oper-
ators SEQ(e3, e4) and AND(e1, e2, e3) in Figure 1. Each Pareto optimal solution that is maintained for each operator
corresponds to the total communication cost and maximum latency for the entire subtree of this operator (thus, it is a
cumulative cost). The non optimality upon an event sharing arises because of two reasons: (i) if e3 is a CE, then the
communication cost of all Pareto optimal solutions computed at e3 is added to the solutions of all of its downstream
operators (and is, thus, added more than one time), and (ii) the algorithm cannot correctly compute the communication
cost for transmitting the output events of e3 to its downstream operators, since if two or more downstream operators
of e3 are placed at the same location, then the cost of e3 in this case should be counted just once. Therefore, here
we describe an Exhaustive Search (ES) algorithm which is optimal even when event sharing exists. In a nutshell,
the ES algorithm described in Algorithm 2 considers all possible placements for each operator and (for each operator
placement) all possible push-pull strategies for the operator. For each such combination, ES can compute the cor-
rect cost of each plan and return the optimal one that abides by input (network latency) constraints. Contrary to the
DP Algorithm 1 which maintains a set of Pareto optimal solutions per potential placement (site) for each upstream
operator of an operator op, in ES there are no such precomputed plans. In other words, the plans for the upstream
operators of op, are not restricted to those that are Pareto optimal up to that point of the topologically sorted EDG.
This is essentially what allows ES to take into consideration all possible cases, including the sharing of events.

The Exhaustive Search (ES) algorithm starts by creating a topologically sorted list of all operators of the EDG
(Line 2) and then proceeds by iterating through all possible operator placement combinations (Line 3). Then, it iterates
for all possible NFA (push-pull) combinations (Line 4) among all operators. This is because each such combination
may introduce different cost based on the shared event’s place in the NFA (i.e., push-pull order). Based on the
already found snapshot, where the combination of operator placement and NFA configuration (push-pull strategy) has
been decided, a new, overall plan is initiated (Line 5) and the actual cost of each operator can be found by iterating
over the topologically sorted list of operators, additionally taking into account all sharing dependencies (Lines 6-11).
Intuitively, when two operators placed at the same site share an event and one operator has set the shared event in
the first state of the NFA (in push mode), then in the second operator we can be sure that this event will be timely
delivered if detected in a site without the need of a pull request. Thus, the cost for event delivery will have already
been computed by the first operator. In any case, the cost for a given set of plans that share an event can be computed
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Figure 5: Example network composed of sites {S 1, . . . , S 16}. Edges correspond to communication links among them, while network latency values
(in milliseconds) are noted on the links.

by the formulas presented in Appendix A. Upon the iteration reaches the top level OR operator, if the computed
network latency satisfies constraints and the cost of the currently computed plan is lower than the previously optimal
one stored in CS 1

0,0 (Line 10), the algorithm keeps the current plan as the new optimal (Line 11) and accordingly
resets the rest of CS µi, j with the current placement and NFA configuration for each operator (Line 13). Notice that for
each operator we just keep one candidate solution, which is the one that gives the minimum cost at the top level OR.
Therefore, CS µi, j ⌘ csµi, j (Line 1).
Running Time and Space Complexities. Again, let |Op| denote the number of operators, |S | the number of sites and
c denote the maximum number of input events among the operators. The algorithm considers O(|S |) placements for
each operator, and for each placement it considers O(T (c)) NFA configurations. This leads to an O((|S | · T (c))|Op|)
number of combinations, each requiring O(|Op|) time to compute its cost, for a total of O(|Op| · (|S | ·T (c))|Op|) running
time. ES does not need to keep sets of Pareto optimal solutions in memory, and thus (although being much slower)
requires less memory than DP.

5.3. PaNORAMA: Push-pull in-NetwORk plAn placeMent Algorithm
Candidate Selection Process Overview. We now present an algorithm with several greedy and heuristic variants.
The basic intuition is to limit the number of sites that we consider for the placement of each CEP operator. We term
this procedure as Candidate Selection. We compute two types of locations per PE and per operator using the statistics
of Section 4.1: the Candidate Centers (CCs) and the Candidate Locations (CLs). For each PE, we define its Candidate
Centers (CCs) as the union of two sets. The first set contains those sites that minimize the Hoped Frequency of the
event. The second set contains those sites that minimize the maximum transmission latency from the locations where
the PE is detected. The basic idea for these two sets is quite intuitive. The first set finds the sites where we can collect
all events of a PE with minimum cost. The second set finds the corresponding sites with the minimum collection
latency. The locations in these two sets constitute (along with their neighboring sites) a good starting location of
where an operator having as input this PE should be placed. For PEs, the notion of CCs and CLs coincides.

For each operator opi that has inputs just PEs, we set as its CCs the union of the CLs of the input events of opi.
We then create a queue of candidate locations (candidateQueue) that initially contains these CCs. For each candidate
location in candidateQueue, the algorithm will compute the cost of candidate solutions for opi, starting from a naive
plan (i.e., all input events in push mode) for each solution. Each candidate solution that is Pareto optimal is examined
further, expanding our search in two ways. First, the NFA chain of the Pareto optimal candidate solution is expanded to
look for solutions that potentially have lower communication cost (yet still satisfying the latency constraint). Second,
since it seems as an intuitive idea that opi should be placed somewhere “in-between” its CCs, we consider a site
to be in the vicinity of the CCs, if the maximum latency from the site to the CCs does not surpass the maximum
pairwise latency of the CCs. Given this, we expand the area of search with the potential insertion of such neighboring
sites of the candidate location to the candidateQueue. The process ends when NFA expansions cannot provide any
more Pareto optimal solutions (that satisfy the latency constraint) for opi and when all candidate locations in the
candidateQueue list have been processed. At that point, the locations corresponding to the remaining Pareto optimal
solutions constitute the Candidate Locations for opi. The algorithm for operators that also have as inputs CEs is the
same, since we just mentioned how we compute the CL list of a complex event.
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Algorithm 3: PaNORAMA: Greedy, Heuristic and Plus(+) Variations
1 Algorithm PaNORAMA(EDG, isHeuristic, isPlus)
2 List<Op> topSortList = topologicalSort(EDG)
3 if isHeuristic then
4 planLists = new HashMap<op, HashMap<site, List>>

5 else
6 planLists = new HashMap<op, List>

7 foreach op 2 topS ortList do
8 if !isHeuristic then
9 list = new List()

10 candidateQueue = findCandidateCenters(op)
11 while ((site = candidateQueue.pop()) != null) do
12 Plan p = new Plan(op, site, 1) // 1-step Naive Plan - Inputs in push mode
13 if isHeuristic then
14 list = new List()

15 boolean pWasAdded = false
16 // start with the combination of the 1st PO lists from each input
17 whichPOListPerInput[—op.inputEvents—] = {1,. . . ,1}
18 do
19 if op.inputEvents contain CEs then
20 Set subPlanSet to the combination of the most efficient candidate solutions from each whichPOListPerInput
21 p.computeCostAndLatency(subPlanSet)

22 do
23 p.setToNaivePlan()
24 Plan pToExpand = p
25 boolean naiveWasExpanded = false
26 do
27 if p.satisfiesInputConstraints() ^ p.isParetoOptimalIn(list) then
28 list.add(p)
29 pWasAdded = true;
30 naiveWasExpanded = true
31 pToExpand = p

32 p = pToExpand.getNextNFAConfiguration()
33 while p != null ^ naiveWasExpanded = true
34 p = 1-step plan computed using the next combination of Pareto optimal solutions in op’s input

whichPOListPerInput
35 while isPlus ^ p != null
36 Set whichPOListPerInput to the next valid combination of input Pareto optimal lists to process
37 while isHeuristic ^ whichPOListPerInput.isValid()
38 if pWasAdded then
39 for candidate 2 site.getNeighbours() do
40 if isInTheVicinity(candidate, op.candidateCenters) then
41 candidateQueue.add(candidate)

42 if !isHeuristic then
43 planLists.add(op, list)

44 if isHeuristic then
45 planLists.get(op).add(site, list)

46 return planLists
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Example 3. Before formally presenting our algorithms, we outline the function of the Greedy variant of PaNORAMA’s
Plan Generation process for the operator SEQ(e3, e4) from the EDG of Figure 1 on the network example illustrated in
Figure 5. We assume that the Candidate Selection process assigned S 9 site as Candidate Center for event e3 and Can-
didate Center S 4 for event e4. Then, the algorithm will create the naive 1-state NFA plan with both events (e3, e4) on
push mode. This plan will be placed to the first site (S 9) of the candidateQueue and will be inserted in the operator’s
single Pareto optimal list. Then, the algorithm will iterate for other NFA configurations, such as e3 in the first state
and e4 in the second state. Let us further assume that the latter NFA plan provides less communication cost but more
detection latency than the already inserted naive plan. Thus, the Pareto optimality criterion upholds and the plan
is inserted in the Pareto optimal list. Since a plan entered the Pareto optimal list for S 9, all neighbouring sites are
examined for admission in the operator’s candidateQueue. Please note that the maximum minimum latency among
the CCs (S 4 and S 9) is 14ms. Among all neighbors of S 9, only S 7 enters the candidateQueue, because its maximum
minimum latency from the CCs is 7ms < 14ms. All other neighbors of S 9 are not considered to be in the vicinity of
S 4 and S 9. For example, site S 11 is not admitted since its latency distance (17ms) for one of the CCs (namely S 4)
is greater than our bound. After the algorithm has exhausted all NFA plan configurations, or has reached a point
that new plans provide worst cost gain than the last ones, for site S 9, the algorithm moves to the next candidate in
candidateQueue which is S 4 and the process is continued until no other site is left in candidateQueue. In this exam-
ple, at most 4 sites (the only site in the vicinity of S 4 and S 9 that may be added if S 7 helps generate Pareto optimal
solutions is S 5) will be considered. ⇤

Greedy and Heuristic Variations. The pseudocode of our algorithms is presented in Algorithm 3. The Greedy
algorithm begins by creating a topological sorted list from the operators of the EDG (topS ortList in Line 2). A single
plan list is created for each operator op (planLists in Line 6), since for the Greedy algorithm isHeuristic = f alse
(Line 3). Then, the algorithm iterates for every operator in the topologically sorted list (Line 7-45). A set of candidate
centers are found for the operator op (Line 10) and placed in a queue (candidateQueue). The pseudocode does not
have the details of this operation, which was however described at the beginning of Section 5.3. The algorithm then
proceeds by iterating through all the sites in the candidateQueue (Lines 11-43). A new naive plan p (i.e., a 1-state
plan with all inputs in push mode) is then created and placed on the candidate site in question (Line 12). The cost
and latency of this plan are computed as described in Section 4.1, using for each input operator the most efficient, in
terms of communication cost, Pareto optimal solution computed at that input operator (variable whichPOListPerInput
initialized in Line 17 and used in Lines 19-21). Thus, only one combination of solutions from input operators is
considered in Greedy.

For Greedy, the do-while loops in Lines 18-37 and 22-35 are only accessed once per candidate site, since the
isHeuristic and isPlus flags are set to false. At their first execution (within each do-while loop in Lines 22-35),
Lines 27-31 consider if the current 1-step plan satisfies the input constraints and provides a new Pareto optimal
solution. If not, Line 33 terminates the do-while loop due to the naiveWasExpanded variable being false and
the candidate solution is discarded. If yes, we continuously try in Lines 26-33 to expand this plan by consider-
ing NFA chains that are longer by 1 step (as we did in Example 3). For each plan that we consider to expand,
there are multiple possible NFA expansions (and, thus, the loop). If an NFA expansion provides a Pareto opti-
mal solution, then we start trying to further expand the plan with this new NFA (pToExpand = p in Line 31 and
pToExpand.getNextNFACon f iguration() in Line 32). If a naive plan helped generate a Pareto optimal solution,
then all of the candidate site’s neighbours are inserted in the candidateQueue (Line 41), given that they reside in the
vicinity of the Candidate Centers (isInTheVicinity in Line 40).

For Algorithm 3, based on the value of its two Boolean parameters (isHeuristic, isPlus), we first name and then
explain the versions of our algorithmic variants (besides Greedy which was outlined above):
• Greedy: PaNORAMA(EDG, F, F)
• Greedy+: PaNORAMA(EDG, F, T)
• Heuristic: PaNORAMA(EDG, T, F)
• Heuristic+: PaNORAMA(EDG, T, T)

The number of combinations of candidate solutions considered for the cost and latency of an operator is different
among our algorithmic variants:
• The Greedy+ variation keeps one Pareto optimal set per operator, but checks all combinations of solutions from

input operators.
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• The Heuristic variation maintains one Pareto optimal set per placement of an operator. When computing candidate
solutions for op, Heuristic considers all combinations of placements of its input operators (whichPOListPerInput),
but processes just one candidate solution (as the Greedy variation does) per such combination.

• The Heuristic+ variation keeps one Pareto optimal set per operator placement. To compute candidate solutions
for op, Heuristic+ considers all combinations of placements of its input operators (whichPOListPerInput) and of
candidate solutions within each Pareto optimal set.
The previously explained differences between Greedy, Greedy+, Heuristic and Heuristic+ correspond here to

whether the do-while loops in Lines 18-36 and 22-34 will be executed just once, or multiple times. For Heuristic
and Heuristic+, Line 36 essentially moves the processing to the next combination of input Pareto optimal solutions
(i.e., combinations of site locations) computed at input operators. Moreover, Lines 44-45 store a Pareto optimal list
per operator op and site location (thus, keeping multiple lists per operator). Similarly, for the Plus(+) variations,
Line 34 considers the next combination of candidate solutions from the Pareto optimal solutions computed at the
input operators of op.
Running Time Complexity. Let c, ⌧ as defined in Section 5.1. In the worst case, if the candidate centers are on the op-
posite edges of the network, the Greedy algorithm may have to visit most sites in the network, i.e., O (|S | · |Op| · T (c))
complexity. The corresponding complexity for Heuristic is O

⇣
|S |c+1 · |Op| · T (c)

⌘
. The complexity bound increases to

O (⌧c · |S | · |Op| · T (c)) for Greedy+ and O ((|S | · ⌧)c · |S | · |Op| · T (c)) for Heuristic+.

6. System Implementation

In this section we first discuss the necessary modifications to a (distributed or centralized) CEP system so that it
can support the push-pull approach. A distributed CEP system can run on more than one machines inside each site
(e.g. combined with Apache Storm [27, 28, 75]) and may execute each operator assigned to a site in parallel across
different cluster machines. We then describe the architecture that needs to encompass each CEP system (installed at
each site), its operation, and the required rewritings that the optimizer performs. Our architecture has been designed
so that it is not dependent on the underlying CEP engine, since it only requires logic and code to be added to places
where an event is produced inside a CEP system. Since all CEP systems are built to detect events, such a place exists
in all of them. The code to be added inside a CEP engine includes: (a) Registering this list of detected events that are
initially at pull mode when receiving the plan from the optimizer, and (b) Transmitting detected events that may be
pulled from remote sites outside the CEP engine for caching.

The algorithms of Section 5 have been implemented within the FERARI system [34, 35], as part of a query
optimizer running on top of the IBM ProtonOnStorm [28] distributed CEP system. ProtonOnStorm employs the
concepts discussed in [2, 12] as it organizes the processing in an Event Processing Network (EPN) composed of
Event Processing Agents (EPAs) each dividing its operation in filtering, matching and derivation steps (please refer
to [28] for further details). With respect to our previous discussion, when a CEP engine follows these concepts,
the EDG corresponds to the constructed EPN for the posed CEP query, while CEP operators correspond to EPAs.
Other CEP engines follow different conceptualizations but can still be incorporated in FERARI. For instance, for
validation purposes, we have recently successfully incorporated EsperOnStorm [27] in FERARI and applied the same
modifications ((a), (b) mentioned above) on top of it. EsperOnStorm employs a different conceptualization composed
of a mixture of trees, automata and logic programming-related concepts.

Each of the modules described below and shown in Figure 6, in [34, 35] are encapsulated in bolts in Apache
Storm topologies run at individual sites. Thus, any CEP engine encapsulated in a bolt can be directly supported by our
architecture and this is not even limited to Apache Storm. The exact same design directly applies to popular streaming
platforms including Apache Heron [77], Apache Flink [78], Apache Ignite [79] among others. The optimizer runs
a plan generation algorithm and decides which operators are assigned at each site. It then creates the corresponding
CEP logic for each site, after performing rewritings mentioned later on in this section. The optimizer transmits the
CEP logic to each site, which is used as input in its CEP system.
Modifications to a CEP System. Figure 6 depicts the architecture for each site. In distributed (clustered) archi-
tectures, the CEP engine used could be a distributed one (i.e., EsperOnStorm [27], ProtonOnStorm [28] etc). The
CEP engine (at each site) executes the CEP logic transmitted to it from the optimizer. Existing CEP engines support
communication with remote sites. We thus focus on the required modifications for supporting the push-pull approach.
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Figure 6: Site architecture. A CEP optimizer at a central site collects statistics from and prescribes the execution plan for the running CEP queries
using our algorithms. Each site is composed of a CEP Engine which is the heart of the intra-site architecture. It executes the CEP logic transmitted
to it from the optimizer. A Time Buffer Module is a cache of events and pull requests. A Communication Module is responsible for implementing
the required communication according to the prescribed push-pull strategy.

Pull messages need to occur only upon a state transition in a NFA automaton. Upon each state transition, an event
is emitted inside the CEP engine. Upon seeing this event, a pull request is also emitted from inside the CEP engine
towards the Communication Module (this particular step involves adding code within the CEP engine). This pull
request is just a message/event that the CEP system needs to emit. The pull request contains the name of the pulled
events (these are inputs to the next NFA state of the specific operator and are simple to find from the CEP logic/file
that the optimizer transmitted) and specifies the time window for which these events are pulled. These time windows
depend on the operator (AND, SEQ) and are explained promptly.

The remaining logic for the push-pull has been pushed to the other components of our architecture. The Commu-
nication Module is responsible for sending/receiving events or pull requests from remote sites. The Communication
module stores the pull requests (the pulled intervals per event type) at the Time Buffer Module, to ensure that two
pull requests for the same event will not overlap (thus, ensuring that the same event will not be pulled twice). At
the site pulling an event, multiple pull requests for an event that is actively being pulled by a previous request are
aggregated and a single pull request for them (with the maximum desired pull duration) is transmitted shortly before
the pull window expires. Received pulled data are forwarded to the CEP engine. The Time Buffer Module also stores
all derived complex events that are input to other sites, but are by default cached (unless they are pulled). This is
essentially a buffer of events and pull requests.

The optimizer, besides deciding which operators are placed at which site, also performs important rewritings,
explained below. The events generated in a CEP system can have arbitrary attributes, and these (along with how to
compute their values) are included in the CEP logic fed into the CEP system. The optimizer augments each event
with an additional timestamp. This realOccurrence timestamp for primitive events is set to the time that they were
produced. For complex events, its value is the maximum among the realOccurence timestamps of all input events to
the operator that generated this event. This timestamp represents the time that the complex event would have been
detected, if there was zero processing and communication latency. All checks regarding the time of each event are
performed on this timestamp.
Operator-Specific Rewriting - AND operator. For an NFA state, let tmin/tmax denote the minimum/maximum realOc-
curence timestamp of all detected events in the previous NFA states of the operator. Then, the pull request when the
NFA state is activated includes all detected events with OccurenceTime within the window tmax �W  tpull  tmin +W.

Figure 7 presents an example of the execution of the complex event AND(e1, e2, e3) within W =2.5 sec and a 3-state
plan (e3 ! e1 ! e2). All depicted timestamps are realOccurence timestamps. The site hosting the aforementioned
plan/operator waits for events of type e3. Upon detection of an event of type e3, a pull request is issued upon the
transition to the 2nd state of the NFA that includes events of type e1. The pull request searches for events of type e1
from event sources in our network with realOccurence time: te3 �W  te1  te3 +W. Upon detection of an event of
type e1 a pull request is issued for events of type e2 with realOccurence time: te1 �W  te2  te3 +W. Upon the arrival
of an e2 event within the requested time range, a complex event is generated.
Operator-Specific Rewriting - SEQ operator. The sequence operator is similar to the AND operator but additionally
requires that the time ordering of the events will also uphold t1stevent  ...  tithevent. As such the SEQ operator is
transformed into a series of AND operators (1 per state of the NFA) and the transition from one state to the next marks
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Figure 7: AND(e1, e2, e3) with W =2.5 sec execution example
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Figure 8: SEQ(e6, e7, e8) with W =3 sec execution example

the pull request of the events included in the next state. The pull request must simultaneously conform with the time
ordering of the events and with the window constraints.

Figure 8 presents an example for the execution of the complex event S EQ( e6, e7, e8) within W = 3 sec and a
3-state plan (e7 ! e8 ! e6). In this example, upon detection of an event of type e7 a pull request is issued upon the
transition to the 2nd state of the NFA that includes events of type e8. The pull request involves events of type e8 with
realOccurrence time: te7 +W  te8 that may occur in the future. Upon detection of an event of type e8 a pull request
is issued for events of type e6 with realOccurrence time: te8 �W  te6  te7 .
Handling Latency in Event Detection. Up to this point we have described which events are pulled in NFA state
transitions. The second parameter is how long will the operator wait for these pulled events to arrive to determine
if a CE has occurred. In order to avoid missing complex events the optimizer enlarges the plan’s window by adding
the plan’s latency (up to the operator) to the operator’s window size W. By doing so the system waits a sufficient
amount of time for delayed pulled input events. Please note though that this window enlargement does not increase
the amount of pulled events - it just ensures that these will arrive before the operator determines if a complex event
(or a state transition) has occurred.
Filter Conditions and Local CEs. In our event data model (Section 3.1), we provide a definition that matters for
our algorithmic analysis. Apart from event occurrence and timestamp, real CEP engines allow for defining attributes
of events (PEs or CEs). Contrary to CEP operators, attributes do not get evaluated, but are calculated or get sampled
from the environment. Hence, attributes do not get explicitly involved in our algorithms, but handling selections on
attributes, i.e., based on filter conditions, should be accounted for in practice. As an example, in a mobile fraud
detection scenario [34, 35], an outgoing, long call to a premium location during night hours may produce a mobile
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fraud event. The temporal window W interprets to “night hours”. The CEP operator is a thresholded aggregation
operator summing up evolving call durations and comparing the aggregated duration with the specified threshold for
characterizing a call as “long”. The “call duration” is the attribute that is calculated here, but does not trigger an event
per se. Should this attribute surpass the posed threshold, the call is characterized as long and this is the produced
CE. Finally, there exist two selection criteria for the input events. The first selection (filter) comes from the fact that
the attribute, say “call type”, should equal “outgoing”. The second selection says that the attribute “call destination”
should receive a value from the set of locations that are considered as premium.

Each CEP operator may incorporate selections on attributes of its input events of the form ei.attr j Q value. The
optimizer strips these conditions from the operator itself and pushes them (as simple filtering operators) to the sites
that generate ei. Filters to input CEs are pushed to one site, while filters to PEs are pushed to all sites that observe
them.

7. Experimental Evaluation

Data Sets and Network. We use two real data sets from the stock exchange and the telecommunications fields:
• Stock Trade Traces: We use a real data set (also used in [11, 13]) of stock trade traces [80] with 120000 event

occurrences along with their timestamps. The data set includes 10 different primitive event types which correspond to
actual companies’ stock names. The data set was analyzed and event frequencies were calculated for each primitive
event. For this data set, we placed the PEs in our tested network configurations using a methodology described shortly.
This allowed us to perform a detailed sensitivity analysis (Figures 9, 10) for all tested algorithms.
• Telecommunication Data Set: The real data set from a large Telecom provider [34, 35] includes 160 Million,

properly anonymized, mobile phone call records. The calls were monitored by a network composed of ⇠20000
antennas and the goal is to detect mobile fraud incidents. The mobile fraud related primitive events, also properly
masked for security reasons, that are being monitored involve: (PE1) Calls to premium locations, (PE2) Calls with
duration exceeding the threshold XDur, (PE3) Calls whose monetary cost exceeds the threshold XCost, (PE4) Calls
with duration higher than (S tDevDur stands for the standard deviation of the call duration) Y · S tDevDur times the
average duration for the user, and (PE5) Calls with cost higher (S tDevCost stands for the standard deviation of the
call cost) than Y · S tDevCost times the average monetary cost for the user. For company privacy issues, we were not
given the exact values used by the Telecom provider of the aforementioned thresholds. We thus used (after discussions
with them) reasonable values of XDur = 60 minutes, XCost = 100 monetary units (all prepaid cards cause zero call
cost), and Y in Y · S tDevDur, Y · S tDevCost is 2. In this data set, each PE is associated with an antenna, which is
more realistic, but allows us for a more restrictive sensitivity analysis (Figure 11).
• Real Network Configuration: a network composed of ⇠20000 antennas, with approximate coordinates for each

antenna [34, 35]. The network contains big groups of antennas around big cities and smaller groups around smaller
cities or villages. We were able to vary the number of the sites by randomly sampling on the actual antennas.

The Real Network Configuration, paired with the Real Dataset and query specifications constitutes a full scale real
application case study for our proposed approaches. To perform stress tests on our techniques where we vary every
possible network or event related parameter (presented in Table 2 and analyzed below), we also used the Stock Trade
Traces over the real network assigning event tuples to sites as analyzed below.
(a) Network Related Parameters: Given the overall frequency of Primitive Events for the Stock Trade Trace dataset,
an initial site is picked at random as the Event Distribution Center (EDC) of each PE. Starting from the EDC of a PE,
a random walk takes place to determine the sites that detect the particular PE and fuse part of the overall PE frequency
to these sites. The average number of source sites for each PE is 10. We also vary the network locality of this event
fusion. The tunable parameters for performing this process are (also see Table 2 describing the parameters of our
experiments): the PE Event Distribution Skew, which is how much equal is the portion of the overall PE frequency
that is assigned to a site; and the PE Distribution Diameter, which is the maximum distance (in hops) among sites in
which each PE appears.
(b) Event Related Parameters: Our query generator simulates queries varying the number of CEs (# of Complex
Events in Table 2) and the time windows W used for the respective operators. All parameters are explained in the
sensitivity analysis experiments where they are varied. All experiments were executed 100 times under the same
random generator parameters.
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Network Related Parameters
Name Measurement Unit Range (Default)

# of Sites sites 10-20000 (2000)
Primitive Event Distribution

Diameter hops 10-100 (50)

Primitive Event Distribution
Skew number 0.01-10 (0.01)

Event Related Parameters
Name Measurement Unit Range (Default)

# of Complex Events events 1-9 (3)
# of Shared Primitive Events events 0-3 (0)
Operator Time Window (W) sec 0.1-10 (2)

Latency Limit Factor number 1-4 (3)

Table 2: EDG, Network and Optimization Parameters

Finally, the latency limit factor denotes the latency constraint that is imposed in each case, as a multiple of the
latency that a centralized collection would incur. As we will see, large values lead to all PaNORAMA algorithms
performing similarly (i.e., Figure 9), while smaller values close to 1 correspond to tight latency constraints and help
separate the performance of our techniques.
Compared Candidates. We compare the following algorithms:
Baseline Approaches:
(a) Naive: This is a centralized processing (i.e., without in-network placement) algorithm, which does not support
push-pull. The communication cost of all other algorithms will be expressed as a fraction of the corresponding cost
of this naive algorithm.
(b) Centralized Push-pull (CPP): The heuristic algorithm, proposed in [4], applies a push-pull paradigm, but performs
central event data collection at a fixed site. In order to avoid placement bias, this site was randomly picked and, to be
fair, our algorithms also needed to send the resulting CEs, after the in-network processing, to the same central site,
(c) Greedy In-Network placement without Push-pull (GRIN): This is a greedy algorithm that performs in-network
operator placement, using our Greedy algorithm, but without supporting the push-pull paradigm. Thus, GRIN is a
variant of our techniques as well.
(d) SBON [37]: We use the highly cited work of SBON [37], to further (together with GRIN) exhibit the inefficiency
of mere distributed stream processing approaches in CEP settings and the low potential of blended metrics such as
network usage (Section 2, Table 1). By design SBON does not admit Pareto or constrained optimization, thus we
focus on its communication performance and sensitivity to network related parameters (Table 2, Figure 9).
Optimal Algorithms: including the introduced Dynamic Programming Algorithm (DP), for optimal solutions in the
absence of event sharing and the Exhaustive Search Algorithm (ES ) for optimal solutions if shared events exist on the
EDG. These algorithms were examined in smaller scale experiments due to their prohibitive time complexity.
PaNORAMA variations: Greedy, Greedy+, Heuristic and Heuristic+ algorithmic variations described in Section 5.3,
hereafter termed as GR, GR+, HEUR and HEUR+ respectively.
Metrics. The above candidates were compared using these metrics:
(i) Transmission Factor: Defined as the ratio among the communication cost (messages/sec) of an algorithm over the
communication cost of naive central data collection (no in-network placement and no push-pull). Lower values are
preferable. Under a pay-as-you-go network pricing model, this metric also provides an indication of the pricing cost
of our techniques, compared to the naive algorithm.
(ii) Plan Computation Time: Average time an candidate algorithm needs to be executed and output the plan for geo-
distributed CEP. Lower values are better.
(iii) Plan Discovery Rate: This metric is defined as the average number of times that an algorithm discovers a solution,
given a latency constraint.
(iv) Proximity to Optimal: This is the fraction of the optimal communication cost of DP or, under event sharing, ES
over GR, GR+, HEUR, HEUR+, using the same latency limit factor.
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Figure 9: Cost and quality sensitivity analysis for various network and data related parameters on Stock Data.

7.1. PaNORAMA Sensitivity Analysis
In Figure 9 we evaluate all candidate algorithms using the Stock Trade Traces data set. We note that in this

figure, the default value of the latency limit factor is 3, in which our PaNORAMA techniques perform similarly.
Different values of the latency limit factor will be evaluated shortly. In subgraphs when two or more candidates have
negligible (indistinguishable) differences, we plot just the worst of these candidates and merge their names to create
a single candidate (i.e., GR, GR+, HEUR, HEUR+), for enhanced graph readability. Additionally, since in these
scalability experiments we use a high, default network size of 2000 sites, DP and ES are omitted due to their high
time complexity.

Network fusion of events. In Figure 9a we alter the PE distribution diameter. Lower diameter values translate to
a smaller distance among the sites where each PE is detected, making in-network placement more effective (close to
the sources). Contrary, larger values force in-network placement closer to a central (across the distribution diameter)
site, since the events are less localized, which causes GRIN to perform worse. CPP by design centralizes data at an
apriori chosen site and its performance is not affected by this parameter. Our algorithms, which combine different
placement and push-pull strategies in their search space, achieve 8 - 10 times lower Transmission Factor compared to
CPP and up to 12 times compared to GRIN.

Consider the (total) number of times that a PE is observed in the network. If this PE is not observed an equal
number of times at each site where it appears, then the skew of this number of appearances is denoted as the PE
Distribution Skew. In Figure 9b we depict the performance of all algorithms varying this parameter. For very skewed
distributions of each PE, GRIN will place the operator near (or on) the site where the larger part of PE frequency is
left, making it more likely to make the right in-network choice and causing its Transmission Factor to decrease in
Figure 9b. CPP remains relatively steady as it neglects in-network placement. Still, our techniques offer 7 to 12 times
lower Transmission Factor than GRIN and 8 to 17 times lower Transmission Factor than CPP.

In Figures 9a, 9b, S BON follows GRIN’s trends but appears to exhibit the worst performance. This validates our
claim in Section 2 about GRIN being a best case representative for DSP approaches. S BON fails to admit Pareto
optimality, while instead using a blended, network usage metric. This metric squares the latency on communication
links [37]. Thus, although S BON does not directly admit latency constraints (it is tested without a latency limit), it
favors solutions of low latency, but also potentially higher cost. This was consistent in other experments and we, thus,
omit SBON from our remaining evaluation.

Figure 9c demonstrates the impact of our push-pull optimization, when varying the utilized window size of the
CEP operators. As the parameter is increased, the probability that a complex event is detected increases as well. This
means that with continuously increasing probability the input events that are initially set to pull mode will need to be
transmitted, thus minimizing the benefits of the push-pull optimization (both in our algorithms and in CPP, which
may end up performing similarly to the naive algorithm). This is why our algorithms start approaching GRIN with
higher values of these parameters. GRIN shows steady behavior as it does not utilize the push-pull rationale.

7.2. Algorithmic Differentiation Analysis
In Figure 10 we evaluate our algorithmic variations along with DP and ES. We designed this set of experiments

with network, event and optimization related parameters that help differentiate our proposed variants and illustrate
their strengths and weaknesses. For the default values of parameters that are not varied please see Table 2.
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Figure 10: Cost, Time and quality sensitivity analysis on various network, EDG and optimization related parameters.

Imposing latency constraints. Figure 10a examines the Plan Discovery Rate of the algorithms that do not fall in
the optimal category under various Latency Limit Factors. Note that our PaNORAMA algorithms prune the search
space (i.e., do not consider placing each operator at each site) and may end up with no execution plan that satisfies
the posed latency limit. As shown in the figure, CPP, HEUR and HEUR+ can always come up with a distributed
execution plan (note though that this is not theoretically guaranteed for our approaches), while the same happens
for GRIN for Latency Factors above 2. GR naturally exhibits the lowest plan discovery rate, which is expected,
as it maintains and considers the fewest candidate solutions per operator. To depict the quality (in terms of their
communication cost) of the plans discovered in Figure 10a, Figure 10b depicts the Transmission Factor for the same
experiment. Algorithms that do not find a solution in a particular run use the naive solution for that run. As we
decrease the value of the Latency Limit Factor, we essentially restrict the length of the NFA chains of each operator,
thus limiting the number of its states and the amount of “pulling”. The expected behavior is that this will lead our
algorithms to a higher Transmission Factor, which justifies the behavior shown in the figure. As the problem becomes
more constrained, HEUR+ remains the algorithm of choice.

Variations’ Sensitivity. We have noticed that the quality of the solutions of the PaNORAMA algorithms becomes
more apparent as the queries become more complex (i.e., the EDG contains larger paths). In Figure 10c we create an
increasingly larger chain of complex events (CEs), creating EDGs with more levels. To achieve this, we created CEs
(1 to 9, in the figure) that always have 3 inputs. The bottom-most CE has as input 3 PEs. Any other CE has as input
2 PEs and the CE at the immediately “lower” level of the EDG. This creates a chain of 1 to 9 CEs. In Figure 10c we
confirmed our expectation that the discriminating factor in the performance of our variations would be the use of the
(+) feature. In such EDGs, where each CE is input to the next, the best plan of the kept lists is rarely the plan that
minimizes the overall Transmission Factor. Our variations that have the ability to check all plans from the kept lists
exhibit significant gains (up to 52%) from the ones that do not (GR, HEUR) as the CE chain grows.

Plan Computation times, proximity to optimality and statistical importance. In Figure 10d we present the
plan computation times required by the algorithms in the optimal category DP, ES , versus the other candidates. Due
to the poor scalability of the ES and the DP algorithm we restrict our experiment to 150 and 400 sites, respectively,
for them. The plan computation time of ES is more than 2 orders of magnitude higher than DP, which in turn is
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Figure 11: Mobile Fraud Detection Case Study.

from 160-700 times higher compared to the most costly of the non-optimal algorithms. The GR, GR+ variations,
which examine a narrowed search space, require just a few milliseconds. The cost of HEUR, HEUR+ increases by
increasing the network size as they maintain a Pareto optimal set per placement (site) of an operator. Figure 10e shows
the proximity of our algorithmic variations (computed as the ratio of the Transmission Factor of the optimal algorithm
to the Transmission Factor of each corresponding variation) to the optimal solutions, in a scaled down experiment of
up to 400 sites. This ratio varied between 81% and 97%, which shows that our algorithms, while much faster than DP
and ES , provide solutions with communication cost close to the solution generated by the DP algorithm. To display
the statistical significance of our results, due to the random nature of the event fusion, we conducted an experiment
with 1000 runs with the default configuration values. In Figure 10f we can see the boundaries of the algorithmic
results, for the default configuration values, with more than 90% confidence. It can easily be observed that GR, GR+,
HEUR, HEUR+ all exhibit small deviation from their average Transmission Factor, contrary to CPP and GRIN, thus
demonstrating that their performance is more robust to different parameter settings.

7.3. Mobile Fraud Detection Case Study
Imposing latency constraints. We now apply our proposed algorithms on the set of telecommunication data,

network setup and application rules described at the beginning of this section. In Figure 11a we observe that with
the exception of GR, which however exhibits a rate > 80% in most cases, our algorithms quickly approach 100%
Discovery Rate even for Latency Limit Factors just above its minimum value of 1. Switching to Figure 11b, it is
evident that CPP can lead to plans that are up to 14 times worse than our approaches, with GRIN also being up to 6
times worse. From our approaches, HEUR+ exhibits the best Transmission Factor, with its benefits, compared to our
other algorithms, being larger in more latency constrained setups, while GR+ also seems as a good candidate, given
its balance between communication reduction and plan discovery rate. Please recall that in Figure 10d GR+ possesses
negligible plan computation time. CPP and GRIN may exhibit even lower plan computation time, but as shown in
Figure 11b they produce significantly worse solutions.

Quality and scalability Since the rest of the parameters are fixed by the application field, we can only vary the
number of participating sites of the telecommunication network. We next perform a significantly smaller experiment
with up to 400 sites and check the proximity of our solutions to the ones generated by the DP algorithm. In Figure 11c
we can see that our proposed algorithms exhibit a 89%-94% proximity to the DP one. Finally, in Figure 11d the
scalability of our proposed methods is illustrated with increasing number of sites. CPP is up to 9 times worse, while
the GRIN approach is 3-4 times worse than the PaNORAMA approach. Note that the number of PEs is only 5 in
this real data set, implying that fewer operators are placed and fewer gains are expected, compared to the Stock Trade
Traces data set.

7.4. Rules of Thumb for PaNORAMA Variations
Up to this point, the efficiency of our proposed algorithms compared to other candidates has been validated in

a variety of setups and parameter settings. We conclude our evaluation by providing a list of rules of thumb in
accordance with the main findings previously discussed in our experimentation. These rules are intended to guide
future adopters with respect to which PaNORAMA variation is more suitable given the characteristics of a studied
application scenario.
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• Strict Latency Constraints – High Plan Computation Time Allowed: The HEUR+ variation is preferable when
the application poses strict network latency constraints, but it allows higher plan computation times. The latter
mainly depends on the volatility of the streaming setting itself, i.e., how often statistics change so that higher plan
computation times do not provide outdated solutions. In this particular occasion, HEUR+ can, practically always,
provide an execution plan which yields the best transmission factor among the PaNORAMA variations.

• Strict Latency Constraints – Lower Plan Computation Time Required: The HEUR variation is preferable
when the application poses strict network latency constraints, but it is less willing to wait for an execution plan
to be computed. In such a case, HEUR retains the ability to always provide an execution plan and this plan is
computed much faster (around 5 times compared to HEUR+ in Figure 10d). However, the transmission factor of
the computed plan may fall short compared to, not only HEUR+ but also GR+.

• Mediocre Latency Constraints – Lower Plan Computation Time Required: Based on the observations drawn
throughout our experimental study, the GR+ PaNORAMA variation is not capable of providing an execution plan
when severe latency constraints are posed by the application. In case these constraints are looser, however, GR+
quickly provides an execution plan that is the second best in terms of transmission factor among the proposed
variations.

• Loose Latency Constraints – Minimum Plan Computation Time Required: The GR PaNORAMA variation is
useful in settings where the fast computation of an execution plan is of utmost important, i.e., in highly volatile
streaming settings. This is because the main characteristics of GR are that it surely provides a plan only when the
latency constraints are loose, it possesses the lowest plan computation time and still outperforms other candidates
proposed in the literature, such as GRIN, CPP or S BON.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we presented a novel approach for detecting complex events in geographically distributed, streaming
event applications. Our work employs in-network CEP operator placement along with incorporating the push-pull
paradigm, in an effort to reduce the communication cost while also controlling network latency. Our proposed tech-
niques vary from optimal (but very time consuming) algorithms to fast and efficient greedy ones that intuitively handle
the reduction of the placement search space. Additionally, at a systems level we elaborate on how many existing CEP
systems can be modified to support our algorithms. Our experiments, focusing on real data sets and a real topology,
reveal the superiority of our approach compared to prior work.

There exist other optimization metrics that have been used in the literature, which focus on the performance of
algorithms destined to operate on a single site. For instance, parallel CEP approaches [12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]
aim at optimizing throughput and/or computational latency at a single site. These techniques are orthogonal to ours.
Besides, prior work comments that the maximum processing rate that such centralized approaches can reach is network
bound [23]. Our work is devoted to loosening this network bound, which will also have a positive effect on throughput
and latency within sites.

Our future work concentrates on more challenges encountered in real-world settings where constraints beyond
network latency exist. In particular, intra-site capacity constraints related to CPU utilization and memory consumption
should also be taken into consideration. For instance, if in-network placement assigns multiple heavy load CEP
operators to a site, the memory or CPU capacity of the site must be enough to carry out their evaluation, otherwise
the provided solution is not a feasible one. Our ongoing work re-examines the Pareto front of possible solutions or
attempts to find solutions that were erroneously pruned because they were dominated by the infeasible one. Moreover,
there are memory consumption versus network latency trade-offs due to the fact that the push-pull application requires
caching events until they are pushed or get expired. Although in the real scenario used in our evaluation these
constraints and trade-offs had only a minor effect, they may arise in resource constrained environments such as sensor
network settings.

Besides, network latency is not the only dimension that may affect alignment with SLAs and QoS requirements.
Network congestion is another real-world aspect that affects QoS. The difficulty in this case is that the in-network
operator placement and the push-pull application may cause themselves heavy traffic, leading to network congestion.
Extensions of our techniques will account for network congestion by incorporating (inbound, outbound) bandwidth
capacity limits per link during geo-distributed CEP evaluation.
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Appendix A. Communication Cost & Latency Computation

Consider a solution provided by our algorithms which includes, for each operator Opi of the EDG, a placement at
a network site S j and a prescribed push-pull strategy, expressed via a corresponding NFA, for evaluating the operator
(see Section 3.2). The question is how the communication cost of this operator is formed. Before we formally present
our cost calculation formulas, we discuss the intuition behind them. The first factor to consider is that all events of
certain event types that are input to the operator may need to travel through the network to site S j. Each such event
type is included in a state k of the prescribed NFA. Therefore, each state k of the adopted NFA has a communication
cost which we term below as State Cost. This State (communication) Cost is composed of (i) the amount (frequency)
of, relevant to k, events that are produced within a window interval W, (ii) the times these events need to be re-
transmitted while following the routing paths (hops) of the network from the sites that produce the events to S j.
The second factor that should be accounted for, is that the events of a state k are pushed to S j conditional upon the
occurrence of other events that are included in all previous states of the NFA. Therefore, the aforementioned State Cost
is not always charged. It is charged when, withing W, all events of the previous NFA states have occurred somewhere
in the network. This happens with a certain probability of reaching a point in W at which the events of state k need to
actually be pushed to S j. We term this probability as State Reachability Probability. The latter probability multiplied
by the State Cost quantifies the expected communication cost of a particular NFA state. Summing up these costs up
to the final NFA state forms the overall communication cost of the operator. Moreover, we need to account for NFA
states and, thus, event types that are shared among multiple operators placed at the same site.

To formalize the above discussion, we define a numbering on the possible NFAs with M � 1 states and let
A(Opi,M, µ) the µ�th possible M�state NFA that is admissible by Opi. Let e 2 A(Opi,M, µ, k) to denote that an
event e 2 Opi is input to a particular state k  M of the µ�th NFA admissible by Opi. Recall that the OR and
AGGREGATION operators have exactly 1 state, while the AND and SEQ operators may have a maximum number of
steps equal to the number of input events. In this section, for symbol uniformity, we abusively assume an identity
operator mapping PEs to themselves, i.e., Opa = a if a 2 E.

The State Cost (SC), for a candidate placement at S j 2 S and NFA (push-pull) alternative, is the event rate within
W time units triggering a push-pull step corresponding to state A(Opi,M, µ, k). We use M0, µ0 to denote the fact that
the NFA participating in the recursive formula may be of a different number of states and numbering compared to
NFA A(Opi,M, µ):

S C(S j, A(Opi,M, µ, k)) =
X

8Opa 2 A(Opi,M, µ, k),
8S b 2 S : Opa 7!S b

hops(S j, S b) ·
X

8A(Opa,M0, µ0, l) 2
A(Opa,M0, µ0)

S C(S b, A(Opa,M0, µ0, l)) · 2 ·W

The above formula says that in order to compute the state cost for Opi that has been placed at S j, being evaluated using
the µ�th possible M�state NFA that is admissible by Opi, we do the following: for every operator Op↵ (primitive
or complex event) that is input to the k�th state of the NFA and is placed at site S b, we sum up the product of the
hops in the minimum latency path connecting S j, S b multiplied by the total state cost of the NFA based on which
Op↵ is evaluated at S b. The latter is the overall event rate of Op↵ stemming from S b. S b is unique for operators
(complex events) because we examine solutions that place them at a particular site, but primitive events may originate
from multiple sites and therefore the 8S b 2 S : Opa 7!S b in the first summation. Having received events at previous
NFA states, the pull request will ask for events occurring W time units before or after the already pushed events. This
explains the 2 ·W factor above.

Notice that in case of an Opi receiving a single primitive event Opa = a, we are going to (virtually) have a 1-state
NFA triggered with the frequency of the PE. Then, the first summation will simply perform an addition over all sites
that receive PE a. The subsequent summation, because we have a 1-state NFA, will reduce to f (a, S b). Therefore,
overall we get a summation of hops(S j, S b) · f (a, S b) terms for all sites where Opa = a appears, i.e., 8S b 2 S :
Opa 7!S b. This is equivalent to the hoped frequency for host site S j, h f (a, S j) as defined in Section 4.1.

The State Reachability Probability (SRP) is the probability of reaching state A(Opi,M, µ, k) of a given NFA.
This is a function of the frequency of the event(s) that activate the state A(Opi,M, µ, k) (in case of NFA states triggered
by other operators - CEs this entails that they should reach their final state), as well as the frequency of events that are
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supposed to have activated all previous NFA states, i.e., {A(Opi,M, µ,m)}m<k, within W time units:

S RP(A(Opi,M, µ, k)) =
X

8Opl2A(Opi,M,µ,k)

S RP(A(Opl,M0, µ0,M0)) ·
Y

8Opa2
Sk�1

m=1 A(Opi,M,µ,m)

S RP(A(Opa,M00, µ00,M00)) ·W

Notice that in case of a PE, where we (virtually) have a 1-state NFA that is activated based on the event arrival
rate, S RP trivially reduces to F(a), i.e., the global frequency of PE Opa = a (Section 4.1). Moreover, in case an event
is shared by a set of operators assigned to S j, it will simultaneously appear on transition edges of multiple NFAs. In
this case the state will be activated if it is activated in at least one NFA. For simplicity, we assume that in case states in
NFAs of different operators share at least one input event, A(Opi,M, µ, k) is shared in its entirety. Therefore, the SRP
for shared event inputs, termed S S RP(S j, A(Opi,M, µ, k)), among operators simultaneously placed on site S j 2 S ,
will be given (we only describe the rationale of calculation to avoid cumbersome formulas) by 1 �Q(1 � �l) where
�l the SRP in any NFA examined at S j that includes that state. For communication cost calculation we further need
S rd(S j, A(Opi,M, µ, k)) to denote the degree of sharing of an examined state at site S j.

Communication Cost. The cost for a particular Opi being placed at S j 2 S and executed based on a particular
push-pull strategy (NFA) is given by:

csµi, j.cost =
X

8A(Opi,M, µ, k)
2 A(Opi,M, µ)

S C(S j, A(Opi,M, µ, k))
S rd(S j, A(Opi,M, µ, k))

· S S RP(S j, A(Opi,M, µ, k))

Division by S rd is required to charge the cost of shared operators only once, upon being co-located at S j. In case of
absence of shared events, S rd(S j, A(Opi,M, µ, k)) = 1 and S S RP(S j, A(Opi,M, µ, k)) = S RP(A(Opi,M, µ, k)).

Network Latency. Again, consider a solution provided by our algorithms which includes, for each operator Opi
of the EDG, a placement at a network site S j and a prescribed push-pull strategy, expressed via a corresponding NFA.
Each state k of the prescribed NFA receives a number of input event types and the network latency of that state is the
maximum among the latencies of its input events. This is because, for k to be activated given that its input events have
occurred somewhere in the network, in the worst case, it needs to wait an amount of time proportional to the latency
of the slowest network path followed by input data of an event type. The aforementioned maximum latency, on the
other hand, is formed by the time the pull request needs to reach sites with relevant data and an equivalent amount of
time required for S j to receive a reply with relevant, to the pull request, events. In addition, the overall latency up to
the point of reaching k incorporates the latency of the previous state or, if the input to k is a CE produced by another
operator of higher latency, the latency added by that operator for reaching the final state of its own NFA. Given these,
the latency of the candidate solution is the latency accumulated at the final state of the NFA prescribed for Opi, placed
at S j.

More formally, the latency for a particular Opi being placed at S j 2 S and executed based on a particular push-pull
strategy (NFA) is computed as follows. Let MLjb(Opa) express an aggregated latency value for event Opa, defined as :

MLjb(Opa) =

8>><
>>:

P
8(S �,S  )2m`path j�b `�� ,Opa 2 Op

mp`a, j ,Opa = a 2 E

The above holds due to the fact that in case of Opa = a , i.e., a 2 E, the PE may be produced in a variety of sources.
Then, site S j that gathers relevant events needs to wait an amount of time proportional to the maximum of the latency
among the sources (more than one S bs). This is mp`a, j (Section 4.1). In case of Opa 2 Op, the CE is derived from a
single source where the respective CEP operator has been placed and, thus, the charged latency involves the minimum
latency path between sites S j,S b derived via m`path j�b (Section 4.1).
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csµi, j.lat = Lat(S j, A(Opi,M, µ,M)) = max
8Opa 2 A(Opi,M, µ,M),

S b 2 S : Opa 7! S b

(
MLjb(Opa) + max{Lat(S b, A(Opa,M0, µ0,M0)),

MLjb(Opa) + Lat(S j, A(Opi,M, µ,M � 1))}

)

Notice that Lat(S b, A(Opa, M0, µ0,M0) ) = 0 for PEs: Opa = a for a 2 E since their (virtually) 1-state NFA reaches
its final state simultaneously with the PEs occurrence. Moreover, we note that Lat(S j, A(Opi,M, µ, 1)) involves a
maximum of MLjb(Opa) + Lat(S b, A(Opa,M0, µ0,M0)) for event types set in push mode (first NFA state), since there
is neither a pull request causing latency while being sent nor a previous NFA state. Those aside, the first MLjb
accounts for the latency of sending the pull request. If Opa is indeed an operator outputting CEs, Lat(S b, A(Opa, M0,
µ0,M0)) expresses the latency required for Opa to reach its final state M0. MLjb(Opa) + Lat(S j, A(Opi,M, µ,M � 1))
expresses the latency of reaching the previous state (M � 1) of Opi and receiving the response from S b to S j for Opa.
It is trivial to see that if Lat(S b, A(Opa, M0, µ0,M0)) > MLjb(Opa) + Lat(S j, A(Opi,M, µ,M�1)) then Lat(S b, A(Opa,
M0, µ0,M0)) is the latency factor being charged because, until state M0 is reached, A(Opi,M, µ,M � 1) has been
activated and the pull request has been sent. On the other hand, if Lat(S b, A(Opa, M0, µ0,M0))  MLjb(Opa) +
Lat(S j, A(Opi,M, µ,M � 1)) then the term MLjb(Opa) + Lat(S j, A(Opi,M, µ,M � 1)) is the latency being charged
because A(Opa, M0, µ0,M0)) has been activated and awaits for the pull request from S j.
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